Coffee Lectures
1:30-1:45 pm Dozentenfoyer (Y22-G-74)
Take a 15 min break for free coffee and info!

Tue, May 21 2019
Get funding for your Open Access publication
The approaching transition to Open Access publication models will entail a significant shift in the existing payment modalities. Especially the administration and payment of article processing charges (APCs) might soon be a major component of the daily business of many research communities. In this coffee lecture we will present current and future support and funding options.
André Hoffmann, HBZ

Wed, May 22 2019
Efficient and organized with OneNote
As part of our daily work routine, we deal with content in all shapes and forms. For each of them we have places to store and try to organize it. But wouldn’t it be comfortable to store it in just one place and organize it there? OneNote is such a digital note-taking application. In this coffee lecture we would like to show you, why OneNote could be your tool for organizing all your content in one place.
Gary Seitz, HBZ

Thu, May 23 2019
How to select a journal for your publication
Are you tired of your manuscript being rejected for the reason that it doesn’t fit the scope of the journal? Selecting a suitable journal will increase your chances of acceptance and save valuable time. In this coffee lecture we share some useful tips on how you can make a better choice for your next submission!
Anna Véron, HBZ

Tue, May 28 2019
EndNote & Co. – Which is the best tool for you?
EndNote, Mendeley, Citavi or Zotero? There are numerous literature management programs on the market. But which program is the right one for you? This coffee lecture gives an insight into the 4 most common literature management programs used at UZH.
Christine Verhoustraeten, HBZ

Wed, May 29 2019
Manage your research output with ORCID
Make sure that you receive due and proper credit for all your research activities, particularly if you share a name with (potentially several) other researchers. A free ORCID connects you with all your scientific work, such as publications, research data, grants, patents, lab protocols and even with your peer review work. ORCID is integrated in ZORA and innumerable databases and platforms.
Martina Gosteli, HBZ

Thu, May 30 2019
No coffee lecture on Ascension Day

Tue, June 4 2019
Successful grant application: tips & tricks
Researchers present scientific ideas and propose projects to Research Funding Organisations (RFO) in order to get funding. We will present tips and tricks based on more than 20 years of experience and pathways to success. This is a prerequisite of any sustainable academic or entrepreneurial career.
Andrea Degen, EUrelations AG

Wed, June 5 2019
Data on the long run – tips for long-term storage
In order to make research results comprehensible for future generations, the long-term availability of data must not be neglected. In this coffee lecture you get to know examples of formats for the long run. Furthermore, you gain an insight into the differences of binary and clear text formats as well as compressed and uncompressed data.
Florian Steurer, HBZ

Thu, June 6 2019
How to write (even) better Data Management Plans - Our tips and learnings
Since the SNSF and other funding agencies have started requesting Data Management Plans (DMPs) along with the research proposal, we at the Main Library have reviewed numerous DMPs. Now it is time to share some best practices with you. In this coffee lecture you will hear about some very practical tips to save you time and nerves when preparing a DMP.
Eva-Marie Lang, HBZ